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Based on his thinking about Ontological Difference, there are two ultimate directions
in the later Heidegger’s thoughts. One of them is Ereignis in the sense of embryology
of being, another is the Greece during pre-Socratic era in the sense of beings,that is
the historical and national human beings. Precisely surrounding with these two
ultimate directions, Heidegger proposes his view of truth of being, as well as
historical theory. As to the view of truth of being, he argues that the truth of being is
the integrated play of dis-coloseness as freedom and closeness which is more original.
With this view of truth of being, Heidegger represents the western history as: the
pre-Socratic Greece era (with the language naming as arts, human beings understood
the truth of being truely —— the era of Metaphysical ( the Ereignis has been in
deserted state, and this state accomplishes its extreme in the modern science and
technology)——the Greek revival ear in the future.
Art is the center of Heidegger’s later thoughts. Firstly, in terms of the truth of being,
that is the Ereignis,art is the fundamental way for human beings to listen to the sagen
of Ereignis. Secondly, in terms of the historical human beings, art as the projective
language is the fundamental way for the historical and national human beings to
inhabit in land and unfold the historical fate of their nationality. Therefore, in the era
of poverty, poet becomes the much more adventurous one as he captures the
revelations and suggestions of Ereignis. And more, he takes the first step to return to
Ereignis and Greece, with his farewell to the deposed races. The primary feature of
poetry in the poor era is “loneliness”which is solitude, but is also hurricane, onrush,
adventure and burning, as well as the most perfect realization of pain.
However,the Ontology of Art of late Heidegger is absolutely not only pure writing
in the philosophical field, but also a well encoded writing in the political field.
Heidegger’s Ontology of Art shares a homologous relationship with the Nazism as an
ideology. Firstly, they both attempt to construct an ethnic myth whose core is the













ancient Greek and German, the German race is positioned as the bearer of the mission
to return to Ereignis and to revival Greece in the poor era. Secondly, they share the
same operation mechanism, eroticism. As to Heidegger, the Ereignis and the Greece
become the gazing objects as absent presences for the people in poor era. Then the
gaze also turns to direct to the poet as the first returnee to Ereignis and Greece. In the
Nazism ideology, this eroticism effects when the ordinary people project their
individual libidinal gazes to the charm of leader and the destiny of Germany.
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些专门文章中品类较高如 Hubert L. Dreyfus 收录于《剑桥海德格尔指南》（The
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